Student Apes Whitepaper 📑

Introduction — Royalties, Staking & $STDNT
The STDNT empire begins with Student Apes. Through a
combination of 50% Royalties pay-out & Staking to earn $STDNT,
we plan to build an ecosystem revolving around lifestyle, fashion, &
STDNT DAO. Once our Royalty Dividends are up and running,
staking will shortly follow. $STDNT will have their own set of
deflationary utility & uses.
🏵️ Staking & $STDNT
By staking Genesis Student Apes, holders will earn $STDNT.
$STDNT is our currency which will be used in the Metaverse school.
It is not an investment and has no economic value. 1 $STNDT: 1
$STDNT. 15% of all mint proceedings after sell out will go towards
the liquidity pool of $STDNT, along with 50% of the royalties.
Student Apes will come with their own set of utilities within the
$STDNT ecosystem. The ultimate vision of Student Apes is to

connect Web3 into a Metaverse school. Imagine getting educated
through the Metaverse.

⚡️ Distribution of $STDNT
Upon release, every Student holder will be able to claim 250
$STDNTs per Student. After the initial distribution, every Student
can be staked and earn 25 $STDNTs per day. 1250 $STDNTs can be
used to claim Classmates for our Students. More $STDNT will be
available to use to claim our GEN 2.0 Professor Apes (More info
soon...)

📈 Growth
To maintain a steady flow of royalties from secondary sales, our
number one objective throughout the life of Student Apes is to drive
innovation and growth using $STDNT. Alongside a strong push for
development, marketing will be another factor that we plan to
heavily reinvest in.
🌐 GEN 2.0
After our first mint of the Student Apes, we plan to release our GEN
2.0 Apes. This collection will be called Professor Apes and will also
be available to use in the Metaverse school. However, the only way to
acquire Professor Apes is by purchasing with $STDNT and MUST
hold a Student Ape.

Once Gen. 2 Professor Apes are minted, they will be able to be staked
for a higher $STDNT receiving— corresponding to their rarity.
(Rarer = More $STDNT).

👁️🗨️ Finally; the Metaverse school.
Student Apes will build a staple Metaverse school and be the first
Solana Metaverse school. We plan on providing free education
(coding courses, e-com courses) for holders of our NFT. NonHolders will be charged. We plan to create an environment similar to
Udemy, but in the Metaverse. We will also build a P2E game around
the Metaverse school available for holders and with implementation
of our $STDNT token. Funds of the mint proceedings and royalties
will be used for a liquidity pool for staking, marketing and paying
tax/team. We believe that this combination will produce a highly
desirable product only accessible with Student Apes and $STNDT,
ultimately circling back to benefit Student Ape holders.

